JANUARY
Creation of a digital operations
platform enabling near real-time
visibility of operations across multiple
countries, using multiple systems
integration, IoT, Tableau & Microsoft Azure.

Implementation of a data warehouse &
ETL feeds using Snowflake & Talend, a
key aspect of the intelligence solution
that the Nova Group is looking to deploy.

Keyrus was named Best Solution
Provider LATAM at Qonnections,
Qlik's annual conference.

FEBRUARY
Intranet & Digital Workplace launch
by Jalios & Keyrus.

Creation of a centralised operational
system to optimise communications
for Israel's largest insurance company.

MARCH
Creation of an algorithm to automate the
process of determining whether or not
patients' hospital fees are covered by their
insurance policies.

A new go-live, including migration
to the SAP Commerce Cloud,
implementation of a new e-Commerce
platform for Colombiana de Comercio
and integration with automated
marketing campaigns.

APRIL
Design and development of an
internal analytics platform, enabling
the company to manage and control
their sales operations’ internal
processes.

BI environment overhaul &
management of all analytics
projects.

MAY
Opening of a new location in Los
Angeles to better serve its customers in
the United States and Americas.

Master Service Agreement for
Asia-Pacific region: Singapore,
Hong Kong & Shanghai.

JUNE
Keyrus was named the Alteryx North
America Partner of the Year for
helping the most companies
successfully adopt and scale analytics
using Alteryx.

Launch of a social media chatbot using
the SAP CX Innovation platform &
creation of the region's first digital
loyalty card.

Keyrus signs a global partnership
with Salesforce.

JULY
A go-live for the B2B digital commerce
platform, leveraging Keyrus' partnership
with OroCommerce for the first time.

AUGUST
Integration of the instant
messaging solution WeChat into
an e-Commerce platform.

SEPTEMBER
Implementation of a business
intelligence system for a group of
banks present in French-speaking
Africa, using Talend & Qlik.

Organisation, management &
maintenance of the Ageas Cloud
Hub, and optimisation of
processes & tools.

OCTOBER
Resale of Alteryx licences to Alibaba.

NOVEMBER
Modernisation of the information
infrastructure & data interchange.

Production launch of a 360° client view
solution for 4 of the Orange Group's
subsidiaries.

Keyrus improves its Digital Commerce
expertise by signing a partnership with
OroCommerce.

DECEMBER
Go-live of a new B2B e-Commerce
platform for Colgate's Brazilian
distributors.

Go-live of a new B2B e-Commerce
platform for the leading CPG company
in Central America.

